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ABSTRACT:
The study of urban evolution requires representation and management of concurrent points of view using interoperable standards. An
extension to CityGML has been recently proposed (Chaturvedi et al., 2017) to represent urban evolution. In this article, we further
extend this work to represent different possible scenarios . The key characteristic of our approach is that it makes the most of existing
technologies like version control system so that users can easily work with our proposed extension. Our approach also lets the users
add and even modify information to versions and version transitions of scenarios in a given workspace.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cities undergo rapid changes. Some of them develop at a very
past pace whereas some others face gradual deterioration. Towards understanding and developing sustainable and durable cities,
both the categories of cities are being studied by historians and urban planners. Lessons from the past successes and failures serve
as a guidance for the future planning of the cities. But what may
seem as a failure by one may be considered as a changing point
by another. Therefore understanding urban evolution requires the
ability to represent and manage such different points of view.
2D maps have been used in the past to represent the urban footprints of the cities. Color, textures and even multiple maps have
been used to compare the changing urban footprints. Models and
simulations have also been created by archaeologists to understand the historical evolution of cities. The 4D visualization of
Bastion fort (Rizvic et al., 2015), digital reconstruction of the
city of Pompeii (Dell’Unto et al., 2013) and even the relief maps
of the past augmented with various video displays (Priestnall et
al., 2012) are commonly cited examples demonstrating the historical evolution. However their focus has been limited. Take for
example, relief map models once built, offer very little scope for
subsequent modifications. Similarly, focus on a particular zone is
helpful for understanding its evolution, but cannot be extended to
other zones.
With the growing usage of internet, desktop and handheld devices, several technologies are now available to build virtual urban models (Pfeiffer et al., 2013). It has become much easier
to build large scale flexible city models in such a virtual environment compared to their equivalents in the real world. Adding
to this, thanks to the growing availability of international standards for urban models like CityGML (Gröger et al., 2012), the
focus has now shifted to building and sharing city models in an
interoperable manner. Several libraries and applications are now
currently available that can render 3D city objects like buildings,
bridges, roads etc in an efficient manner. These developments
have brought great hope in building generalized solutions that can
be easily maintained and extended to very large scales.
However, rebuilding the past of a city is not an easy task. Histo-

rians and researchers all around the world have been working on
the study of evolution making use of historical artefacts. For e.g.,
the Venice time machine project (Kaplan, 2015) aims to study
1000 years of Venice by building a very large document corpus
by digitizing historical archives. Numerous documents are available today that enable them to virtually reconstruct one or more
city objects and even reconstruct an entire town or city. These
documents include administrative documents like project plans,
aerial views, municipal council meetings and multimedia documents like videos, photographs, old postal cards, paintings etc.
Some of these documents are evidences to the actual buildings
of the past whereas others may be artistic renderings. Historians have found that unsuccessful projects that never came to full
fruition have left lasting impacts on the cities. While studying
the urban evolution, these traces are used to comprehend various socio-economic and political aspects of the given period.
Urban planners and historians need simplified ways (Samuel et
al., 2016) to represent, manage and share information concerning
changes of city objects.
Much recently, CityGML has been extended in order to represent
changes (Chaturvedi et al., 2017) in features of city objects. In
this article, we present a proof-of-concept called UrbanCo2Fab
by taking into consideration the above extension and further propose a simplified way to represent multiple viewpoints of urban
evolution. In order to reduce the learning curve of the users of
UrbanCo2Fab, we focus on using version control systems and
their vocabulary to manage the relevant information. The goal is
that any first-time user of the application does not need to waste
a lot of time in getting acquainted to its different capabilities.
For example, by making use of terms like versions, scenarios
(branches), we ensure that the users are quickly able to understand the objectives of the tool.
In this article, we will discuss in detail the problem of representing and storing the different scenarios of urban evolution. We will
also detail the implementation of our approach using existing version control system. Section 2 will present the existing state of
the art and their limitations. Section 3 will present in detail UrbanCo2Fab, describing the various options to manage urban data
and its evolution. We will also show the limitations of the GIT,
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a version control systems for studying the urban evolution. We
also explain how we mapped our requirements to GIT and its options. We will see the implementation of the proof of concept in
section 4. Section 5 presents the results using an example and
we conclude our article in section 6, briefly describing our future
course of actions.

Collaborative approaches in geographical information systems
are not new. OpenStreetMap (Haklay and Weber, 2008) is a commonly cited example, where users edit maps adding, discussing
and finally coming into a consensus on the final information to be
shown. It does keep track of the user edits. However, once again,
the users are not able to easily see other points of view, i.e., the
users are only exposed to view obtained by consensus.

2. STATE OF THE ART

The ability to see and work with multiple possible scenarios is
a common problem in software development. Version control
systems (Spinellis, 2005) are now commonly used to develop
softwares, which let users independently develop programs. Developers can switch to alternate view of development of code,
for example, addition of new features. They review the code,
come to a consensus and merge the proposed changes on the official branch, usually referred to as the master brunch or even
trunk. Distributed version control systems (Milewski, 1997) even
let users fork entire repositories, thereby letting multiple concurrent development by various business players. These solutions
on first look may seem to match the requirements for managing
information related to urban evolution. However, existing solutions including the latest version control system (VCS) like GIT
(Loelinger and MacCullogh, 2012), Pijul3 (inspired from categorical theory of patches (Mimram and Giusto, 2013)) have focused on managing line based changes. This line-based tracking approach, now almost a standard way is helpful in software
development since VCS must cater to the needs of developers
in different programming languages with varying syntax. Linebased differences between two codes targets human coders. This
is not very useful to understand differences between city objects
represented by CityGML (a structured data format using XML or
JSON) that have undergone changes.

Last several years have seen the growing focus on the use of
desktop as well as mobile platforms and internet technologies for
building virtual urban environment (Pfeiffer et al., 2013). A number of mapping services are now available with the capability to
visualize 2D, 2.5D and 3D urban data. Incorporation of timeline (i.e., support of the fourth dimension, time) to these services
help users to navigate through the historical past of a given area
at any available period of time. Projects like Bastion 4D visualization project (Rizvic et al., 2015), Virtual Kyoto project (Yano
et al., 2008), have demonstrated this capability to document and
even visually narrate the historical evolution of important places.
Nevertheless, all these works have focused on giving a ‘one-shot’
video, useful to get a single narration of urban evolution obtained
after the consensus of different researchers working on the particular topic.
The goal of geographical information is not to limit to just four dimensions (Kaplan, 2015), but to be available to add additional information from diverse sources. These diverse sources may lead
to alternate conflicting narratives. Many of these narratives are
lost to the future generation. Therefore, we must be able to build
a generic method that can be used to represent and organize urban
evolution data, that can be used by several projects (and not just
to create a one-time 3D video) and also give other viewpoints.
There is a growing demand by historians and even urban planners for easily manageable interoperable solutions for geographical information (De Roo et al., 2013). One possible way is to
use and promote international standards. CityGML1 is one such
standard proposed by Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) that
can represent cities in 3D format. 3D urban data CityGML files
for several major cities like Lyon, Berlin, New York are currently
available.
CityGML is an evolving standard that has been extended2 in several ways to incorporate several information like indoor facilities (Kim et al., 2014), dynamic properties(Chaturvedi and Kolbe,
2015), cultural heritage (Finat et al., 2010) etc. One recent work
proposed an extension to represent urban evolution (Chaturvedi et
al., 2017) by focusing on changes in features of city objects. But
this work is limited in its capability to represent multiple points
of views of urban evolution. Study of urban evolution requires
representation and management of multiple points of view of historians and urban planners. In this article, we inspire from the
work done by (Chaturvedi et al., 2017), particularly their proposition to use transaction timestamps and object existence timestamps in the real world, which in turn are inspired from the INSPIRE model (Craglia and Annoni, 2007) model. Our proposed
approach tries to stay CityGML 2.0-compliant. With very little
modification to CityGML 2.0, we demonstrate how urban evolution can be represented and even shared.

Geogig4 , an application for distributed versioning of geospatial
data, tackles this problem for structured geographic data. It
makes use of GIT vocabulary and shows the feature differences
between two versions in a very user-friendly manner. One particular advantage of Geogig is that anybody familiar with GIT
can use it. However, it does not currently support CityGML files
and also it focuses on tracking user-made changes to geographical
data files. It tracks only the transaction timestamps corresponding
to the time when the user changes are actually stored in the repository. But the study of historical evolution requires working with
historical dates. It also requires management of evidences and the
proposed labels to significant events to support historians’ claims
of their different hypotheses of evolution proposed. In short, any
proposed solution firstly must go beyond two timestamps, i.e., the
beginnig and end of commit transaction time and must also ensure existence time of objects in real world. Secondly, GIT pointers track the changes and it is not possible to insert new versions
between two already created versions, an important requirement
while implementing evolving study of scenarios. Thirdly, it must
be able to specify and even modify labels to events. Finally, it is
not possible to directly use GIT unidirectional pointers for navigating the past and future of an urban area with respect to a given
observation time.
In this article, we present UrbanCo2Fab, an application for comprehension of urban fabric for management of different points of
view of city evolution. Its goal is to manage multiple concurrent
scenarios of urban evolution. Historians can use it to represent
different urban projects and study the impact on their proposition

1 https://www.citygml.org/

3 https://pijul.org/

2 https://www.citygml.org/ade/

4 http://geogig.org/
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in urban development. It is able to represent consensus scenario
and multiple proposed scenarios of urban evolution. All these
aspects have been detailed below.
3. URBANCO2FAB
A city object like a building undergoes several changes: from an
initial empty plot to its construction to any possible modification
and finally its possible destruction. These different states can be
captured by versions shown in Figure 1. Consider the Figure 1
as the evolution of an administrative building between 1950 and
1972. There are five versions: V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5. The duration of each version, i.e., the existence period of each version
has been shown by the grey block. Every version has a starting
period and a final period. Associated to each version, there is a label proposed by the user. For example, V1 has an associate label
Building constructed. Users can also propose a different label.
Period between two versions is called a version transition. In the
Figure 1, there are four version transitions: VT1, VT2, VT3 and
VT4. These can also be referred by using version identifiers. I.e.,
VT1, VT2, VT3 and VT4 can also be referred to as V1-V2, V2-V3,
V3-V4 and V4-V5 respectively. Like versions, version transitions
can also be labeled. For example, the period between V1 and V2
is labeled as Construction phase, referring to the construction of
a new floor. Version transitions also have a validity period. VT1
is valid between 1957 and 1958.
A scenario is a linear narration of changes of one or more city
objects. Therefore Figure 1 shows one possible scenario of construction, modification and ultimate destruction of a building.
This scenario consists of V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 with its associate
version transitions VT1, VT2, VT3, VT4 in the given order.
Building
constructed

New ﬂoor
added

Change in
function

New roof
added

Construction
Phase

V1

Building
abondoned

V2
VT1
V1-V2

Building
destroyed

V3
VT2
V2-V3

V4
VT3
V3-V4

V5

In order to understand the details of a version, we start by first
considering city objects. CityGML for example has different
types of city objects, like building, bridge, vegetation, transportation etc. Every city object has one or more features. For example,
a building or a bridge has a texture. As shown in Figure 2 consider a building with four features: its function, the number of
floors, roof type and textures. We futher elaborate the example in
Figure 1 with additional details. Feature values may change from
time to time. Versionable features (Chaturvedi et al., 2017) capture these changes. In Figure 2, feature ‘Function’ has undergone
changes three times, in version V1, it acted as as a public building, it had undergone a change in version V3, where it was used
as a private appartment. Finally this building was abandoned after version V4. There are ten timestamps t1 to t10. Versions are
shown by grey vertical boxes and cover a given time period.
Feature values also have a time period, i.e., the period during
which the value of the given is valid. But there may be cases,
when we do not have any information about a feature value. Like
in version V1, we do not have the value for the feature ‘Roof
Type’. This is possible when we do not have any evidences concerning this value. Similarly, it is also possible, that a feature
value is empty, even though we know its previous values. This
is the case for the feature ‘Texture’ whose value was known for
versions V1 and V2, but not thereafter.
Whenever any of the feature value changes, either a version transition starts or a new version is created. This can be clearly seen
in the given example. When the validity period of feature ‘Number of storeys’ is over, version V1 is terminated and the version
transition VT1 starts. A set of feature value changes in a given
version transition is called a transaction. Take for example, in
version transition VT3, there are two transcations: change in roof
type and change in the number of storeys.
Thus versions or version transitions are dependent on the feature
value changes. A versionable feature therefore has two associate
timestamps (existence in the real world): start date and end date
for a feature value. Figure 3 can be generalized to more city
objects, where features F1 to F4 may belong to one or more city
objects. Thus, we assume that the features are uniquely identified.

VT4
V4-V5

V1

V2
VT1

V3
VT2

V4
VT3

V5
VT4

Roof type
1950

1957

1958

1960

1961

1962

1965

1967

1970

1972

time

Number of storeys
Texture

Figure 1. Versions and Version Transitions
There can be any number of versions depending on the evidences
available. Take for example photographs showing the number of
floors of a 10 storeyed building at different periods of time may
be used to represent 10 different versions of a building. Another
user, may not be interested in going in detail to such a granular
level, may refer to only 2 versions: 0-floor building and 10-floor
building. Thus, it is left to the user making use of the available
evidences and the problem at hand for deciding the number of
versions that need to be created. Nevertheless, a version, may be
considered as a snapshot of one or more city objects at a given
point of time or a state of one or more city objects during a given
period of time.

Function

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

t8

t9

t10

time

Figure 2. Change in features of a building. Every version V1-V5
has an associate existence time shown on the timeline. Versions
are shown by grey vertical boxes. The validity of existence of a
feature value is shown by the light-orange boxes.
Consider the scenario consisting of versions V1, V2, V3, V4, V5.
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Figure 3. Versionable features of city objects. F1, F2, F3 and F4
are unique identifiers of features of city objects.

Let us assume that there is a consensus among all the researchers
that these states of city objects existed, because of enough material evidences. These versions and associate version transitions
are part of the space called consensus space. However, some
historians propose a scenario of transition from V1 to V5 through
versions V7 and V8. Another group of historians propose a scenario of transition through version V6. There are not enough evidence to justifify their physical existence, hence they cannot be
part of the consensus space. These two possible scenarios consisting of versions V1, V7, V8, V5 and V1, V6, V5 become part of
the propositions space.
A workspace is a virtual space for the study of urban evolution
used by one or more users to propose and save different possible
scenarios. It consists of two spaces: consensus space and propositions space. A consensus space consists of only one scenario
of versions and a consensus has been made that such a scenario
existed. propositions space, on the other hand consists of one or
more scenarios proposed by different historians, but a consensus
has still not been made. It is possible that once a consensus has
been made, a scenario from the propositions space enters to the
consensus space. Furthermore, it is also possible to move one or
more versions from a scenario in propositions space to consensus
space.

Looking at Figure 4, one may have an impression that it is similar to a version control system. This is true to a certain extent.
A workspace is analogous to a repository in VCS, scenario is
analagous to a branch, a consensus scenario is analogous to a
main branch (or trunk) and proposition scenarios are analogous
to feature branches or developer branches. This is in fact one of
the reasons that we decided to make maximum use of VCS vocabulary for the management of workspaces. However, as discussed
above, version control systems have several limitations. A comparison between our proposition, U rbanCo2 F ab Workspaces
and distributed version control systems is given in Table 1. As
can be clearly seen, VCS does not capture the notion of transactions. U rbanCo2 F ab, however captures the changes between
two versions (or simply a version transition) through transactions,
where every transaction may refer to insertion, deletion or modification of a particular feature value. VCS only tracks the creation time of a commit, whereas, in U rbanCo2 F ab, we track
the real-world existence of a city object as well as the transaction
timestamps (when the object was created and completely saved to
a database). Commit messages in VCS cannot be modified once
a version has been created5 . In U rbanCo2 F ab, labels can not
only be assigned to a version, a version transition and a scenario,
but they can also be changed.
4. DEVELOPMENT
Figure 5 shows the basic architecture of U rbanCo2 F ab. It is
built over GIT as shown in Figure 5 and makes use of git-like
commands to reduce the learning curve of new users (with slight
changes in vocabularly described in Table 1). It is developed in
Python using the Pygit26 library and tracks changes in city objects described using CityGML files. Pygit2 is a python interface
over GIT letting developers easily access GIT related metadata.
urbanco2fab commands

Urbanco2Fab

CityGML

git

urbanco2fab

metadata

metadata

Consensus Scenario
V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

Figure 5. UrbanCo2Fab: Using urbanco2fab commands for
managing CityGML files for the study of urban evolution
V7

V8

V6
Proposition Scenarios
time

Figure 4. Workspace with two spaces for scenarios: Consensus
space and propositions space

We use pygit2 to access GIT related metadata, especially the information concerning GIT commits. A commit in a GIT is used to
give a timestamped snapshot of one or more files and directories.
Every commit has an associate metadata: commit author, author
signature (email), commit identifier (SHA1), pointers to previous
version (or versions in case of a merge), timestamp (or creation
date of a commit) etc. Commit identifier is used as a version identifier in U rbanCo2 F ab. Continuing with our example, version
5 git

commit -m in GIT lets a user modify a message, but it leads to
the creation of a new version and the old version becomes an unreachable
version.
6 http://pygit2.org/
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Characteristics

U rbanCo2 F ab Workspaces

Basic Unit of Change
Change Tracking
Transaction Types
Transaction Timestamps

Feature of city object
Transaction and Version
Insert, Replace and Delete
Existence time and operation transaction times
Timestamped collection of versionable features and associate transactions
Existence time and operation transaction times
backward, forward
User-defined name to version, scenario and version transition
Space, scenarios and workspaces

Version

Version Timestamps
Version Transition Traversal
Tag
Concurrent and Independent
development

Distributed Version Control Systems
Line or byte of a file
Version
N.A
N.A
Timestamped repository state (usually after a commit)
Time of creation
backward
User-defined name to version
Branches and repositories

Table 1. Comparison between U rbanCo2 F ab Workspaces and Distributed Version Control Systems. Key differences are highlighted
identifiers V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 correspond to the commit identifiers obtained after performing a ‘git commit’ operation. This
has been shown in Figure 6. Note that for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider highly granular commit timestamps, but
rather at monthly level (November 2017, January 2018 etc.) Another point to note that GIT does not have two timestamps for
commit: start and end time, but rather one. Please note that the
versions of a scenario need not be in a chronological order when
considering the commit time. For example, version V4 was created in November 2017 whereas the version V3 was created in
May 2018, however, while creating a scenario, V3 appears before
V4. This is quite normal because scenario versions are created
when new evidences are available.
Jan '18

Jan'18

Fev '18

Building
constructed

commit time

Fev '18 May '18

New ﬂoor
added

May '18 Nov '17

Nov '17 Dec '17

Dec '17

Change in
function

New roof
added

Building
destroyed

V3

V4

V5

Construction
Phase

V1

V2
VT1
V1-V2

VT2
V2-V3

VT3
V3-V4

identifier). We call it the major identifier. This identifier along
with the feature name is used to identify any particular feature
of a city object and we call it the minor identifier. For example, in cases of a city object like a building having an identifier
CO1, CO1 is its major identifier and CO1#function is the minor
identifier of feature ‘function’ of the building. Whenever there is
a change in attribute (or feature value) of a city object, the user
changes the feature value and specifies the validFrom and validTo
timestamps to specify the validity of a version in the real-world.
The user adds these changes and makes a commit. We make use
of GIT commit to execute this step.
A commit created by the user corresponds to a version. A commit
has several interesting features: commit identifier, commit author,
commit message etc. When a user creates a scenario (similar to
branch), We check for any new/updated/ versionable features in
every CityGML file, verify existence timestamps and save these
changes. The verification process ensures that the validity period of all the versionable features in a given scenario is well
respected.
GIT-like urbanco2fab commands

VT4
V4-V5

get/write/update

Urbanco2Fab
pygit2

1950

1957

1958

1960

1961

1962

1965

1967

real-world existence time

1970

1972
get/write

GIT

Figure 6. GIT commit time UrbanCo2Fab real-world existence
time for versions and version transitions

As shown in Figure 7, UrbanCo2Fab works with two metadata directories: .git directory managed by GIT and .urbanco2fab managed by urbanco2fab. It reads and writes to the .git metadata
directory using pygit2 interface whereas it directly interacts with
the .urbanco2fab metadata directory, reading, writing and even
updating information.
In order to limit the changes to CityGML, we make use of
two additional attributes (timestamps): validFrom and validTo to
demonstrate our idea. Every city object has an identifier (or a gml

urbanco2fab

git

metadata

metadata

Figure 7. UrbanCo2Fab built over GIT using pygit2
In order to implement U rbanCo2 F ab, we now make use of the
existing commands of VCS and propose extensions in order to
integrate workspaces. Reutilisation of the existing VCS commands is also to reduce the learning curve of users who want
to use U rbanCo2 F ab. A summary of proposed commands is
described in Table 2.
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These are the major subcommands version, transaction, transition, scenario and workspace. version, scenario and workspace
have options for their creation, i.e., the users can use add option
with appropriate parameter values to create a new version, scenario or a workspace. Similarly, these three subcommands also
have the option tag to specify short phrases.

shows all the versions before the given timestamp.

Note the use of [–time “...”] and [–document “...”] in commit
option of version to specify the existence time of a version and
the links to supporting evidences. We see the usage of time once
again in log option of transition to be able to get historical or
future list of transactions with respect to the user-specified date.

urbanco2fab diff: shows the differences between two versions
(useful for creating scenarios)

Following are the major commands of urbanco2fab.
urbanco2fab init initalize a workspace and creates all necessary
files and folders required to work with urbanco2fab. Internally
it makes use of GIT initialization with additional urbanco2fab
information.

‘‘..."

shows all the versions after the given timestamp.

$ urbanco2fab diff version1 version2
where version1 and version2 are the SHA1 (commit signatures)
of the versions and can be obtained from urbanco2fab log command discussed above.
urbanco2fab show shows the details of a scenario, version or a
version transition.
$ urbanco2fab show -s scenario
$ urbanco2fab show -v v1
$ urbanco2fab show -vt v1-v4

$ urbanco2fab init .
urbanco2fab add adds changes for creating a version. This is
similar to git add, where the user changes are staged for commit.
urbanco2fab rm removes files and urbanco2fab mv renames
files.
$ urbanco2fab add file1 file2
$ urbanco2fab rm file1 file2
$ urbanco2fab mv oldname newname
urbanco2fab commit commits changes. This is a very important
command of urbanco2fab. On completing this command, a new
version is created, if the timestamps are correctly respected.
$ urbanco2fab commit -m "new version" --time ‘‘..."
creates a new version with the message.

$ urbanco2fab commit -m "new scenario" \
-s "scenario name" -v v1 v4 v3 -vt v1-v4 v4-v3
creates a new scenario with three versions v1, v4 and v3 and version transitions v1-v4 and v4-v3.
urbanco2fab clone clones a remote workspace to the current
workspace. urbanco2fab pull fetches and update changes to the
current workspace of the user. urbanco2fab push pushes user
changes to the remote workspace.
$ urbanco2fab clone URL
$ urbanco2fab pull
$ urbanco2fab push
urbanco2fab log gives the log of various changes with respect to
a given timestamp.

$ urbanco2fab log -hs --time

$ urbanco2fab log -fu --time

‘‘..."

urbanco2fab tag tags a version, version transition or a scenario.
$ urbanco2fab tag -s s1 -m "my tag"
5. RESULTS
In this section, we show the contents of various key aspects of U rbanCo2 F ab. Consider a user, working with a
CityGML file concerning a building with the identifier GMLID BUI357978 1938 268. The user specifies the function and
also the time period of its validity through the command on making a commit. U rbanCo2 F ab parses the CityGML files staged
for commit, parses the XML files to find the (GML) identifiers
of different city objects to find and save the changes in feature
values.
<bldg:Building gml:id="GMLID_BUI357978_1938_268">
<bldg:outerBuildingInstallation>
<bldg:BuildingInstallation>
<bldg:function>1075</bldg:function>
...
A particular commit (version) in VCS stores only the timestamp
at which a commit has been made along with the commit
message (title) and a hash signature (identif ier). We also
make use of these attributes in U rbanCo2 F ab along with
some new attributes. There are two time periods, the transaction time corresponding to when the version was created
(storetransactionstarttime, storetransactionendtime)
and
also
the
existence
time
(existencestarttime, existenceendtime) that stores the
existence time of the given version in real-world. description
stores any detailed user-generated message and document can
be used to store links to a number of documents/evidence that
describes the version (photographs, web URLs etc).
In code block 1, we see an example for version V 1. tag are
specified by the user and here the user has chosen Building constructed. Tags are useful to search certain specific themes. There
are two document identifiers pointed to by document.
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Subcommand
version
add
mv
rm
commit [–time “...”] [–
document “...”]
show
tag
transaction
diff
transition
log [–historical | –future] [–
time “...”]
scenario
commit
–version [] –
versiontransition []
show
tag
workspace
commit
–type
[consensus,proposition] -s “...”
tag
clone
init
pull
push

Summary
Staging the data for the commit
Moving or renaming city model (e.g., CityGML) file(s)
Removing city model (e.g., CityGML) file(s)
Commit the changes and create a new version of desired type along with its
existence time and the links to supporting evidences
Show the details of a commit
Tagging a particular version by user-specified phrases
Show the features that have changed between two version (or one transition)
Show the history of changes going back to a particular time or the set of
changes that have been made from a particular time (future)
Create a new scenario with the given versions and version transitions
Show the details of a scenario
Tagging a particular scenario by user-specified phrases
add a scenario to a space
Tagging a particular workspace by user-specified phrases
Clone a workspace
Initialize a workspace
Fetch and integrate with another workspace
Update the changes to another workspace

Table 2. U rbanCo2 F ab: Summary of major subcommands
{

{

"idenitifier":
"GMLID_BUI357978_1938_268#storeysAboveGround",
"type": "Replace",
"existencestarttime": "1957-01-01",
"existenceendtime": "1958-01-01",
"storetransactionstarttime":
"2018-02-01 12:00:01",
"storetransactionendtime":
"2018-02-01 12:00:01",

"identifier": "V0",
"title": "Version 0",
"description": "Building constructed",
"tag": ["Building constructed"],
"document": ["doc31", "doc42"],
"existencestarttime": "1950-01-01",
"existenceendtime": "1957-01-01",
"storetransactionstarttime":
"2018-01-01 12:45:46",
"storetransactionendtime":
"2018-01-01 12:45:47",
"useridentifier": "user1"

},
...
]
}

}
Code Block 1. Example Version in JSON
{
"identifier": "VT1",
"title": "Construction phase",
"description":
"Construction of a new storey",
"tag": ["Construction phase"],
"document": ["doc34"],
"from": ["V1"],
"to": ["V2"],
"existencestarttime": "1957-01-01",
"existenceendtime": "1958-02-01",
"storetransactionstarttime":
"2018-02-01 12:00:01",
"storetransactionendtime":
"2018-02-01 12:00:01",
"transaction" : [

Code Block 2. Example Version Transactions in JSON format
In code block 2, we represent version transition VT1 (or V1-V2).
Version transition stores the complete details of changes between
two versions (in the form of transactions). Some features like
identif ier, title, description, . . . like those seen in V ersion
above serve the same purpose and are not described again here.
f rom and to are added to support forward and backward navigation of versions in a scenario. A transaction transaction stores
the details of changes that occurred to different feature. Compare the existence times of V 1 in example from code block 1 and
V T 1 in code block 2 as well as the existence time of one of the
transactions in VT1 concerning storeysAboveGround of city
object. Note the value Replace in type of the transaction.
A scenario stores the sequence of versions (versionid) and version transitions (versiontransitionid) defined by the user as
shown in code block 3.
{
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"identifier": "Scenario23",
"type": "consensus",
"title":
"History of adminsitrative building",
"description": "Proposed hypothesis
of changes to Admin building",
"tag": ["Administration"],
"storetransactionstarttime":
"2018-05-10 12:55:46",
"storetransactionendtime":
"2018-05-10 12:55:50",
"versionid" : ["V1", "V2", "V3",
"V4", "V5"],
"versiontransitionid" : ["VT1", "VT2",
"VT3", "VT4"],
}
Code Block 3. Example Scenario in JSON format
CityGML 2.0 has two attributes of dateOfCreation and dateOfDemolition, however it is limited to buildings and cannot represent
the intermediate states like the example shown above. CityGML
3.0 (Kutzner and Kolbe, 2018) will be released by the end of
the year 2018 which will introduce the necessary timestamps for
representing the versionable features, versions and version transitions presented in (Chaturvedi et al., 2017). Two timestamps
validFrom and validTo will be able to represent the lifespan of
any city object and therefore make the model shareable and interoperable. Our proposed approach can be used in both these
versions.
6. CONCLUSION
CityGML 3.0 will be released by the end of this year and the
use of timestamps proposed in our proof of concept will soon
become part of the versioning module. We demonstrated in our
work, how these changes can be further enhanced to represent
concurrent points of view of urban evolution. By developing our
proof-of-work on GIT, it is also easy to share the evolution related
changes. Our next course of actions is to understand and deal with
scalability and performance issues for very large scale CityGML
files.
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